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Full CAMX 2014 Conference Program Now Available 
Largest Composites and Advanced Materials Industry Event in U.S. to Feature More Than 250 Sessions 

 
Aug. 6, 2014 (Arlington, Va.) – The full Conference Program for CAMX – The Composites and Advanced 

Materials Expo, which features more than 250 sessions presented by more than 275 industry experts, 

has been announced and is available on http://www.thecamx.org. CAMX, which is co-produced by the 

American Composites Manufacturers Association (ACMA) and the Society for the Advancement of 

Material and Process Engineering (SAMPE), will host more than 515 exhibitors to an expected 8,500 

attendees from Oct. 13-16, 2014 at the Orange County Convention Center in Orlando, Fla. 

 

The CAMX Conference Program will begin with Pre-conference Tutorials on Monday, Oct. 13. All other 

agenda items, including Exhibit Hall hours, Featured Sessions, Technical Paper presentations, Education 

Sessions hosted by industry thought leaders and a Poster Session highlighting cutting edge research, will 

take place Tuesday, Oct. 14 through Thursday, Oct. 16. Kevin Mickey, president of Scaled Composites, 

will deliver the Keynote Address on Oct. 14, inspiring everyone to “dream it and built it.” Additionally, 

CAMX Award winners will be recognized during the General Session and respective ACMA and SAMPE 

Award winners will be recognized during Thursday’s Closing Lunches. Browse the CAMX Schedule-At-A-

Glance here. 

 

CAMX is the one source for connecting and advancing all aspects of the world’s composites and 

advanced materials communities: R&D, engineering, manufacturing, service providers and end-users. 

The Conference Program reflects this in its wide variety of topics; Featured Sessions range from 

recycling, sustainability, advances in materials, education requirements, additive manufacturing and 

more. 

 

“The robust programming that CAMX offers to its attendees is unmatched. There are opportunities for 
everyone in the composites industry to be inspired by the latest research and advances in the industry,” 
says Tom Dobbins, president of ACMA. 
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“CAMX also provides a unique opportunity for composites professionals to learn from its Conference 

Program and to communicate directly with their peers from around the world,” adds Gregg Balko, CEO of 

SAMPE. “A lot of learning and idea sharing is going to take place.” 

 

CAMX offers a variety of registration categories to fit every budget and schedule, including discounts for 

ACMA and SAMPE members. All registrations provide access to the opening General Session with 

Keynote Address, as well as the Welcome Reception. Registrations for the Exhibit Hall ONLY are free 

until Aug. 14.  

 

### 

About ACMA 

The American Composites Manufacturers Association (ACMA) is the world’s largest trade group 

representing the composites industry. ACMA is recognized as the premier provider of composites industry 

educational resources through its CAMX show, conferences, and Certified Composites Technician 

(CCT®) program. It is a timely source of business intelligence and analysis for the composites industry 

through Composites Manufacturing magazine, the ACMA website and e-newsletters. It serves its 

members and the industry by providing strong, proactive leadership in growing the composites market 

and technical, legislative and regulatory affairs. 

 
About SAMPE 
The Society for the Advancement of Material and Process Engineering (SAMPE), a global professional 
member society, provides information on new materials and processing technology either via technical 
meetings, journal publications or books in which professionals in the field can exchange ideas and air 
their views. As the only technical society encompassing all fields of endeavor in materials and processes, 
SAMPE provides a unique and valuable forum for scientists, engineers and academicians. 
 

About CAMX 
Created by ACMA and SAMPE to connect and advance all aspects of the world's composites and 
advanced materials communities, CAMX is an all-encompassing event. Regardless of the application – 
transportation, aerospace, marine, wind energy, software, construction and infrastructure, medical, 
academics, sports and leisure – CAMX is THE must-attend event for products, solutions, networking, 
business, and advanced industry thinking. CAMX replaces ACMA’s COMPOSITES Convention and 
SAMPE’s Annual Spring Convention forming one super industry event. CAMX 2014 expects over 500 
exhibitors, 8,500 participants, and 250 conference education sessions and technical paper presentations.  
For more information, visit www.theCAMX.org. 
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